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Abstract
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a widely deployed method to sample from highdimensional distributions in Statistics and Machine learning. HMC is known to run
very efficiently in practice and its popular second-order “leapfrog" implementation
has long been conjectured to run in d1/4 gradient evaluations. Here we show that
this conjecture is true when sampling from strongly log-concave target distributions
that satisfy a weak third-order regularity property associated with the input data.
Our regularity condition is weaker than the Lipschitz Hessian property and allows
us to show faster convergence bounds for a much larger class of distributions than
would be possible with the usual Lipschitz Hessian constant alone. Important
distributions that satisfy our regularity condition include posterior distributions
used in Bayesian logistic regression for which the data satisfies an “incoherence"
property. Our result compares favorably with the best available bounds for the class
of strongly log-concave distributions, which grow like d1/2 gradient evaluations
with the dimension. Moreover, our simulations on synthetic data suggest that,
when our regularity condition is satisfied, leapfrog HMC performs better than its
competitors – both in terms of accuracy and in terms of the number of gradient
evaluations it requires.
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Introduction

Sampling problems are ubiquitous in a wide range of scientific and engineering disciplines and have
received significant attention in Machine Learning and Statistics. In a typical sampling problem, one
wants to generate samples from a given target distribution π(x) ∝ e−U (x) , where one is given access
to a function U ∶ Rd → R and possibly its gradient ∇U . In many situations, such as when d is large,
sampling problems are computationally difficult, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms
are used. MCMC algorithms generate samples by running a Markov chain which converges to the
target distribution π. Unfortunately, many MCMC algorithms work by taking independent
√ steps of
short size η, meaning that they typically only travel a distance roughly proportional to i × η in i
steps, preventing the algorithm from quickly exploring the target distribution.
One MCMC algorithm that can take large steps is the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm.
Each step of the HMC Markov chain involves simulating the trajectory of a particle in the “potential
well” U , with the trajectory determined by Hamilton’s equations from classical mechanics [2, 38].
To ensure randomization, the momentum is refreshed after each step by independently sampling from
a multivariate Gaussian. HMC is a natural approach to the sampling problem because Hamilton’s
equations preserve the target distribution π. This convenient property reduces the need for frequent
Metropolis corrections which slow down traditional MCMC algorithms, and allows HMC to take
large steps. HMC was first discovered by physicists [14], was adopted soon afterwards with much
success in Bayesian Statistics and Machine learning [36, 37], and is currently the main algorithm
used in the popular software package Stan [5]. Despite its popularity and the widespread belief
that HMC is faster than its competitor algorithms in a wide range of high-dimensional sampling
problems [11, 1, 38, 3], its theoretical properties are not as well-understood as its older competitor
MCMC algorithms, such as the random walk Metropolis [35] or Langevin [16, 17, 13] algorithms.
The lack of theoretical results makes it more difficult to tune the parameters of HMC, and prevents us
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from having a good understanding of when HMC is faster than its competitor algorithms. Several
recent papers have begun to bridge this gap, showing that HMC is geometrically ergodic for a large
class of problems [30, 18] and proving quantitative bounds for the convergence rate of an idealized
version of HMC on Gaussian target distributions [42]. Building on probablistic coupling techniques
1
developed in [42], [16] and [13], [33] later proved a bound of O∗ (d 2 ) gradient evaluations for a
first-order implementation of HMC when U is m-strongly convex with M -Lipschitz gradient (here
the O∗ notation only includes dependence on d and excludes regularity parameters such as M, m,
accuracy parameters, and polylogarithmic factors of d). When the dimension is large, computing
1
O∗ (d 2 ) gradient evaluations can be prohibitively slow. For this reason, in practice it is much more
common to use the second-order “leapfrog" implementation of HMC, which is conjectured to require
1
O∗ (d 4 ) gradient evaluations based on previous simulation [14] and asymptotic “optimal scaling"
results [27, 39]. Very recently, [33] made some progress towards this conjecture by proving that
1
O∗ (d 4 ) gradient evaluations are required in the special case where U is separable into orthogonal
O(1)-dimensional strongly convex components satisfying Lipschitz gradient, Lipschitz Hessian and
fourth-order regularity conditions.
Our contributions. We introduce a new, and much weaker, regularity condition that allows us
1
to show that, in many cases, HMC requires at most O∗ (d 4 ) gradient evaluations. Roughly, our
regularity condition allows the Hessian to change quickly in “bad" directions associated with the data,
while at the same time guaranteeing that the Hessian changes slowly in the directions traveled by
the HMC chain with high probability (Assumption 1). The fact that our regularity condition need
not hold for the “worst-case" directions allows us to show desired bounds on the number of gradient
evaluations for a much larger class of distributions than would be possible with more conventional
regularity conditions such as the Lipschitz Hessian property. Under our regularity condition we show
1
bounds of O∗ (d 4 ) gradient evaluations for the leapfrog implementation of HMC when sampling
from a large class of strongly log-concave target distributions (Theorem 1). Next, we show that our
regularity condition is satisfied by posterior distributions used in Bayesian logistic “ridge" regression.
Computing these posterior distributions is important in statistics and Machine learning applications
[40, 22, 32, 44, 25] and quantitative convergence bounds give insight into which MCMC algorithm
to use for a given application, and how to optimally tune the algorithm’s parameters. Finally, we
perform simulations to evaluate the performance of the HMC algorithm analyzed in this paper, and
show that its performance is competitive in both accuracy and speed with the Metropolis-adjusted
version of HMC despite the lack of a Metropolis filter, when performing Bayesian logistic regression
on synthetic data.
Related work. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. The earliest theoretical analyses of HMC were the
asymptotic “optimal scaling" results of [27], for the special case when the target distribution is
a multivariate Gaussian. Specifically, they showed that the Metropolis-adjusted implementation
1
of HMC with leapfrog integrator requires a numerical stepsize of O∗ (d− 4 ) to maintain an Ω(1)
Metropolis acceptance probability in the limit as the dimension d → ∞. They then showed that for
this choice of numerical stepsize the number of numerical steps HMC requires to obtain samples
1
from Gaussian targets with a small autocorrelation is O∗ (d 4 ) in the large-d limit. More recently,
[39] have extended their asymptotic analysis of the acceptance probability to more general classes of
separable distributions.
The earliest non-asymptotic analysis of an HMC Markov chain was provided in [42] for an idealized
version of HMC based on continuous Hamiltonian dynamics, in the special case of Gaussian target
distributions. [33] show that idealized HMC can sample from general m-strongly logconcave target
distributions with M -Lipschitz gradient in Õ(κ2 ) steps, where κ ∶= M
(see also [4] for more recent
m
work on idealized HMC). They also show that an unadjusted implementation of HMC with first-order
1
discretization can sample with Wasserstein error ε > 0 in Õ(d 2 κ6.5 ε̃−1 ) gradient evaluations, where
√
ε̃ ∶= ε/ M . In addition, they show that a second-order discretization of HMC can sample from
1
separable target distributions in Õ(d 4 ε̃−1 f (m, M, B)) gradient evaluations, where f is an unknown
(non-polynomial) function of m, M, B, if the operator norms of the first four Fréchet derivatives of
the restriction of U to the coordinate directions are bounded by B. [28] use the conductance method
to show that an idealized version of the Riemannian variant of HMC (RHMC) has mixing time with
1
total variation (TV) error ε > 0 of roughly Õ( ψ21T 2 R log( 1ε )), for any 0 ≤ T ≤ d− 4 , where R is a
regularity parameter for U and ψ is an isoperimetric constant for π.
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Langevin Algorithms. [17] show that the unadjusted Langevin algorithm (ULA) can generate a sample
from π with TV error ε > 0 in Õ(dκ2 ε−2 ) gradient evaluations. Using optimization-based techniques
from [12], [7, 15] show bounds for ULA in KL divergence. [9] show that underdamped Langevin
1
requires Õ(d 2 κ2 ε̃−1 ) gradient evaluations for Wasserstein error ε > 0 (see also [8]). [19] show
1
that the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA) requires Õ(max(dκ, d 2 κ1.5 ) log( 1ε ))
gradient evaluations from a warm start in the TV metric.
Hit and run, ball walk, Random walk Metropolis (RWM). The Hit-and-run, ball walk, and RWM algorithms are all thought to have a step size of roughly Θ(1) on sufficiently regular target distributions
[21].
lies in a ball of radius
√ Therefore, since most of the probability of a standard spherical Gaussian
√
d, one would expect all three of these algorithms to take roughly ( d)2 = d steps to explore a
sufficiently regular target distribution. One should then be able to apply results such as [31] to show
that, from a warm start, RWM requires Õ(dκ log( 1ε )) target function evaluations to sample from the
target distribution with TV error ε. Interestingly, the only result [19] we are aware of specialized for
the strongly log-concave case gives a bound of d2 κ2 log( 1ε ) target function evaluations for RWM.

2

Hamilton’s equations and the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm

In this section we present the background and HMC algorithm; see [38, 2] for a thorough treatment.
Hamiltonian Dynamics. A Hamiltonian of a simple system in Rd is H(q, p) = U (q) + 12 ∥p∥22 ,
where q ∈ Rd represents the “position” of a particle in this system, p ∈ Rd the “momentum,” U the
“potential energy,” and 21 ∥p∥22 the “kinetic energy.” For fixed q, p ∈ Rd , we denote by {qt (q, p)}t≥0 ,
{pt (q, p)}t≥0 the solutions to Hamilton’s equations:
dqt (q, p)
dpt (q, p)
= pt (q, p)
and
= −∇U (qt (q, p)),
(1)
dt
dt
with initial conditions q0 (q, p) = q and p0 (q, p) = p. When the initial conditions (q, p) are clear
from the context, we write qt , pt in place of qt (q, p) and pt (q, p). The gradient −∇U in the second
Hamilton equation is thought of as a “force" which acts on the particle.
HMC. We first consider an idealized version of the HMC Markov chain X0 , X1 , . . . based on the continuous Hamiltonian dynamics, with update rule Xi+1 = qT (Xi , pi ), where p1 , p2 , . . . ∼ N (0, Id ) are
2
1
iid. Since solutions to Hamilton’s equations have invariant distribution ∝ e−H(q,p) = e−U (q) e− 2 ∥p∥2 ,
idealized HMC has stationary distribution π(q) ∝ e−U (q) equal to the target distribution, without
needing a correction such as Metropolis adjustment. This allows HMC to take much larger steps,
and hence mix faster, than would otherwise be possible. It is not possible to implement an HMC
Markov chain with continuous trajectories, so one must discretize these trajectories using a numerical
integrator, such as the popular second-order leapfrog integrator (Step 5 in the algorithm below).
In this case, one obtains the following unadjusted HMC (UHMC) Markov chain. The number of
gradient evaluations required by UHMC is the main object of study in this paper.
Algorithm 1 Unadjusted HMC
input: Initial point X0† ∈ Rd , oracle for gradient ∇U , T > 0, imax ∈ N, discretization level η > 0
output: Samples X0† , . . . , Xi†max from the (following) UHMC Markov chain
1: for i = 0 to imax − 1 do
2: Sample pi ∼ N (0, Id )
3: Set q0 = Xi† and p0 = pi
4:
for j = 0 to ⌊ Tη ⌋ − 1 do
5: Set qj+1 = qj + ηpj − 21 η 2 ∇U (qj ),
pj+1 = pj − 21 η∇U (qj ) − 12 η∇U (qj+1 )
6:
end for
†
7: Set Xi+1
= q⌊ T ⌋
η
8: end for
Initialization: In this paper we prove gradient evaluation bounds for UHMC from both a warm start
and cold start, which we define as follows:
Definition 1. (Warm start) Let X0 , X1 , . . . be a Markov chain, and let π be our target distribution. We
√
say that X has an (ω, δ̂)-warm start if there is a random variable Ỹ0 ∼ π such that ∥X0 − Ỹ0 ∥2 < ω/ M
with probability 1 − δ̂ for some ω, δ̂ > 0.
3

Definition 2. (Cold start) We say that X has a cold start if X0 = x⋆ , with x⋆ ∶= argminx∈Rd U (x).
Since UHMC requires Θ( Tη ) gradient evaluations to compute each Markov chain step i, the total
number of gradient evaluations required by UHMC is Θ(imax × Tη ). Note that the parameters imax ,
T , η are chosen by the user, and the optimal choice of these algorithm parameters may depend on the
dimension d and the regularity parameters of U such as M and m.
Remark 1. The number of arithmetic operations required to compute the gradient depends on how
the function U is provided to us in a given application. In the Bayesian logistic regression application
analyzed at the end of Section 4 of this paper, the number of arithmetic operations required to
compute the gradient ∇U is Θ(d), and is the same number of operations required to evaluate the
target function U itself. However, in other applications it can take 2d times as many arithmetic
operations to compute the gradient ∇U as it takes to compute the target function U .

3

Regularity conditions
√

In this section we explain the d gradient evaluation bound barrier in prior approaches and present
our regularity condition that overcomes it. Let Hx denote the Hessian of U at x ∈ Rd . We start by
noting that if one attempts to bound the number of gradient evaluations required by HMC using a
conventional Lipschitz bound on the Hessian
∥(Hy − Hx )p∥2 ≤ L2 ∥y − x∥2 × ∥p∥2

∀x, y, p ∈ Rd

(2)

that √
is defined with respect to the Euclidean norm, then the bounds that one obtains are no faster
than d gradient evaluations. The reason is that if we use the usual “Euclidean"
√ Lipschitz Hessian
condition to bound the numerical error, we obtain an error bound of roughly d, since (from a warm
start) the trajectories of HMC travel with momentum
roughly N (0, Id ), implying that the momentum
√
of these trajectories has Euclidean norm d with high probability (w.h.p.). To bound the error of a
second-order method such as the leapfrog method used by HMC, we must bound the change of the
directional derivative of the gradient along the path taken by the trajectories of the Markov chain.
In particular, when the leapfrog integrator (step 5 of Algorithm 1) takes a numerical step from qj
to roughly qj+1 ≈ qj + ηpj , one component of the error in computing the continuous Hamiltonian
trajectory can be bounded by the quantity ∥(η 2 Hqj +ηpj − η 2 Hqj )pj ∥2 . This quantity in turn can be
bounded using the√Lipschitz Hessian constant by η 2 L2 ∥ηpj ∥2 × ∥pj ∥2 . Since pj is roughly N (0, Id )
we have ∥pj ∥2 ≈ d w.h.p., which gives an error bound of η 3 L2 d for one leapfrog step and roughly
η 2 L2 d for the error of computing
an entire HMC trajectory if T = Θ∗ (1). To obtain an error bound of
∗ 1√
∗
ε we therefore need η = O ( / d). When
√ computing a trajectory of length Θ√(1) with this stepsize
∗
η, we therefore need to compute O ( d) numerical steps. To overcome this d gradient evaluation
barrier, we therefore need to control the change in the Hessian with respect to a norm which does not
grow as quickly with the dimension as the Euclidean norm for a random N (0, Id ) momentum vector.
We need a better way to bound the quantity ∥(η 2 Hqj +ηpj − η 2 Hqj )pj ∥2 . One way to do so would
be to replace the Euclidean Lipschitz Hessian condition with an infinity-norm Lipschitz condition
∥(Hy −Hx )v∥2 ≤ L∞ ×∥y −x∥∞ ∥v∥∞ for some constant L∞ > 0. For this norm, ∥pj ∥∞ = O(log(d))
with high probability since, roughly, pj ∼ N (0, Id ), implying that ∥(η 2 Hqj +ηpj − η 2 Hqj )pj ∥2 is
bounded by roughly η 2 L∞ log(d) rather than η 2 L2 d.
Since for many distributions of interest this condition does not hold for a small value of L∞ , we
generalize this condition, to obtain a smaller L∞ constant for a wider class of distributions. Towards
this end, we define the vector (semi)-norm ∥ ⋅ ∥∞,u with respect to the collection of unit vectors
u ∶= {u1 , . . . , ur } by ∥x∥∞,u ∶= maxi∈{1,...,r} ∣u⊺i x∣. The usual infinity norm is just a special case
of this new norm if we set ui = ei to be the coordinate vectors. Under this more general norm,
the magnitude of a random N (0, Id ) vector still grows only logarithmically with d, since each
component u⊺i x is a univariate standard normal. The associated matrix norm ∥A∥∞,u is defined to be
sup∥x∥∞,u ≤1 ∥Ax∥2 . Using this norm, and motivated by the discussion above, we arrive at our new
regularity condition. Roughly speaking, our new regularity condition allows the Hessian to change
very quickly in r > 0 “bad" directions u1 , . . . , ur , as long as it does not change quickly on average in
a random direction.
Assumption 1 (Infinity-norm Lipschitz condition). There exist L√∞ > 0, r ∈ N, and a collection of
unit vectors u = {u1 , . . . , ur } ⊆ Sd , such that ∥Hy − Hx ∥∞,u ≤ L∞ r∥y − x∥∞,u for all x, y ∈ Rd .
4

We expect this assumption to hold when the target function U is of the form U (x) = ∑ri=1 fi (u⊺i x)
for functions fi ∶ R → R with uniformly bounded third derivatives. In particular, this class includes
the target functions used in logistic regression. This condition may also be of independent interest.
Additional conditions for cold starts. When proving bounds from a cold start, roughly speaking
we would still like to guarantee that the HMC trajectories travel with speed O∗ (1) in any of the “bad"
directions, so that ∥pt ∥∞,u = O∗ (1). However, unlike from a warm start, we have no guarantee that
the momentum is roughly N (0, Id ). To bound ∥pt ∥∞,u we therefore need another way to control
the growth of the quantity ∣u⊺i pt ∣ in each “bad" direction ui . To do so, we would like to guarantee
that the bounds on the “force" acting on our Hamiltonian trajectory in each ui direction depend only
on the components u⊺i qt and u⊺i pt of the position and momentum in that direction, regardless of the
component of the momentum orthogonal to ui . Towards this end, we assume the following:
Assumption 2 (Gaussian tail bound condition (for cold start only)). There exists a constant b > 0,
and a collection of unit vectors u = {u1 , . . . , ur } ⊆ Sd , such that min{mu⊺ (x − x⋆ ), M u⊺ (x − x⋆ )} −
b ≤ u⊺ ∇U (x) ≤ max{mu⊺ (x − x⋆ ), M u⊺ (x − x⋆ )} + b for all x ∈ Rd , u ∈ u.
Assumption 2 gaurantees that the component of the gradient in each “bad" direction ui is bounded
solely in terms of the component of the position in that same “bad" direction. This allows us to apply
arguments based on Gronwall’s inequality on the projection of the trajectory in each bad direction
ui in order to bound the magnitude of the position and momentum at time t in the direction ui .
Using Grownwall’s inequality, we bound the component of the initial position and momentum in the
direction ui , without assuming a warm start.

4

Theoretical results

Our main result is a bound on the number of gradient evaluations required by HMC with second-order
leapfrog integrator under the infinity-norm Lipschitz condition (Assumption 1), when sampling from
π(x) ∝ e−U (x) if U is m-strongly convex with M -Lipschitz gradient. We bound the required number
of gradient evaluations for both a warm and cold start. Here we focus on the warm start result; see the
arXiv version [34] for bounds from a cold start and a more formal statement of our warm start result.
Theorem 1 (Bounds for second-order HMC, informal). Let π(x) ∝ e−U (x) where U ∶ Rd → R is
m-strongly convex, M -gradient Lipschitz, and satisfies Assumption 1. Then there exist parameters
T, η, imax , such that from an (ω, δ)-warm start, Algorithm 1 generates an approximate independent
sample Xi†max from π such that ∥Xi†max − Y ∥2 < ε for some Y ∼ π independent of the initial point
√
1
1
1
X0† with probability at least 1 − δ. Moreover UHMC requires at most Õ(d /4 ε− /2 L∞ log /2 ( 1δ ))
gradient evaluations whenever m, M, ω = O(1), r = Õ(d) and L∞ = Ω(1).
More generally, for arbitrary m, M and r, we show (from a√warm start with ω = O(1)) that
1
1
1
1
the number of gradient evaluations is Õ(max (d /4 κ2.75 , r /4 L̃∞ κ2.25 ) ε̃− /2 log 2 ( 1δ )), where
L∞
L̃∞ ∶= √
and κ ∶= M
is the “condition number". From a cold start, under the additional Gausm
M
sian tail bound condition
of gradient evaluations is
√ (Assumption 2), we 1show that the number
√
√
1/4 3.5
1/4
4.25
3.25
− /2
ε
Õ(max (d κ , r
L̃∞ (κ
+ b̃κ )) ε̃ ), where ε̃ ∶= / M and b̃ ∶= b/ M . 1

If κ = O(1), L∞ = O(1) and r = O(d), then our bound on the number of gradient evaluations
1
1
is O(d 4 ε̃− 2 ) from a warm start. To the best of our knowledge, our bounds are an improvement
over all previous
which all have dimension
√ gradient evaluation bounds for sampling in this regime,
1
dependence d or greater. Also note that while [33] obtains O∗ (d 4 ) bounds in the special case of
product distributions, unlike in [33] the condition number dependence in our bounds is polynomial.
We are especially interested in the regime where d is large since the number of predictor variables in
a statistical model is oftentimes very large [26, 22], and in many cases κ and L∞ do not grow, or only
grow relatively slowly, with the dimension. We state some concrete examples from Bayesian logistic
regression of regimes where our gradient evaluation bounds are an improvement on the previous best
bounds in the discussion after Theorem 2.
1

√
1
To obtain bounds from a warm start, we run UHMC with parameters T = (6 M κ)−1 , imax = Θ( mT
2 ), and
1

1

1

η = Θ(min{d− /4 κ−1.25 , r− /4 L̃∞ κ−0.75 }ε̃ 2 M − 2 log− 2 ( 1δ )). From a cold start, we run UHMC with param√
1
1
−1
−2 −1/4 −1/2
1
4κ
eters T = (6 M κ)−1 , imax = Θ( mT
,r
L̃∞ (κ2.75 + b̃κ1.75 )−1 }ε̃ /2 M − /2 ).
2 ), and η = Θ(min{d
1

1

−1/2
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Applications to logistic regression.
sample from the target log-density

In Bayesian logistic “ridge" regression, one would like to

U (θ) = 1/2θ⊺ Σ−1 θ − ∑ri=1 Yi log(F (θ⊺ Xi )) + (1 − Yi ) log(F (−θ⊺ Xi )),

(3)

where the data vectors X1 , . . . Xr ∈ Rd are thought of as independent variables, the binary data
Y1 , . . . , Yr ∈ {0, 1} are dependent variables, F (s) ∶= (e−s + 1)−1 is the logistic function, and Σ is
positive definite. We define the incoherence of the data as
inc(X1 , . . . Xr ) ∶= maxi∈[r] ∑rj=1 ∣X⊺i Xj ∣.
We bound the value of the infinity-Lipschitz constant in terms of the incoherence:
Theorem 2 (Regularity bounds for logistic regression). Let U be the logistic regression target for
r > 0 data vectors X1 , . . . , Xr , and let inc(X1 , . . . , Xr ) ≤ C for some C > 0. Then the infinity-norm
√
r
Lipschitz assumption is satisfied with L∞ = C and “bad" directions u = { ∥XXii∥2 } .
i=1

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the arXiv version [34]. In particular, when the incoherence is
Õ(1), the constant L∞ does not grow with dimension: This includes the separable case when the Xi
vectors are orthogonal and have unit magnitude. It also√includes, for instance, the non-separable case
where r = d and the Xi are unit vectors with the first d of the Xi vectors isotropically distributed,
and the angle between any two of the remaining vectors is greater than π2 − d1 . In both these examples
1
1
the number of gradient evaluations required by UHMC under a standard normal prior is Õ(d 4 ε− 2 ),
since C, M , m−1 , (and
L̃∞ ) are all Õ(1). When all r = d vectors are isotropically
√therefore κ and
1
3
1
8
distributed, we have L̃∞ = Õ(d ) and require Õ(d 8 ε− 2 ) gradient
evaluations. In all these
√
examples we therefore obtain an improvement over the existing Õ( dε−1 ) bounds of [9, 33].
We also provide bounds for m and M , showing that our Lipschitz gradient and strong convexity assumptions are satisfied for M = λmax (Σ−1 + ∑rk=1 Xk X⊺k ) and m = λmin (Σ−1 ), respectively. √
To obtain bounds
in the cold start setting, we show Assumption 2 is satisfied with
√
b = 2inc(X1/ ∥X1 ∥2 , . . . Xr/ ∥Xr ∥2 ) if Σ is a multiple of the identity (see arXiv version [34] for proofs).

5

Proof overview of Theorem 1

For simplicity of exposition, in this proof overview we consider the special case where the HMC
algorithm is given a warm start and where m, M = Θ(1); the general case is proved in the arXiv
version [34]. Recall that Algorithm 1 generates a Markov chain X † which approximates the steps
taken by the idealized HMC chain X. Since the idealized HMC chain X was shown to mix quickly
in [33], it is enough for us to bound the approximation error ∥Xi† − Xi ∥2 < ε for all i ≤ I, where,
roughly, I = Θ(log 1ε ) is a bound on the mixing time of X, if each HMC trajectory is run for time
T = Θ(1) .
To prove the conjectured O∗ (d 4 ) gradient evaluation bounds, it is enough to show that an error
1
bound ∥Xi† − Xi ∥2 < ε holds for a numerical timestep-size η = Ω∗ (d− 4 ), since the HMC algorithm
1
computes I = O∗ (1) trajectories and for this choice of η each trajectory takes Tη = O∗ (d 4 ) gradient
1

evaluations to compute. Our goal is therefore to show that the error ∥Xi† − Xi ∥2 is bounded by ε for
1
all i ≤ I whenever η = O∗ (d− 4 ).
The structure of our proof is as follows: We begin by bounding the local error of the leapfrog
integrator accumulated at each numerical step (Step 1). Then, we use the fact that (from a warm
start) the momentum of the HMC trajectories is roughly N (0, Id ) to show that the continuous HMC
trajectories of the idealized chain X are unlikely to travel quickly in any of the “bad" directions ui
specified in Assumption 1 (Step 2). Specifically, we show that at every step i with high probability
the momentum of the HMC trajectories satisfy ∥pt ∥∞,u = O(log(d)) at every time t ∈ [0, T ]. We
then combine steps 1 and 2 to show that the numerical HMC chain also does not travel too quickly in
any of the “bad" directions, and use this fact together with our bounds in Step 2 to bound the global
error of the numerical HMC trajectories (Step 3). Finally, we compute the value of η needed to bound
the error ε, and use this to bound the number of gradient evaluations.
Note that when proving bounds from a cold start we use the additional Assumption 2 instead of the
invariant Gibbs distribution to control the behavior of the trajectories. Due to limited space, formal
proofs are deferred to the arXiv version [34] of our paper.
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Step 1: Error bounds for leapfrog integrator. In this subsection we show how to use Assumption
1 to bound the error of the leapfrog integrator. We are unaware of non-asymptotic second-order
bounds for the leapfrog integrator, since the previous error bounds for leapfrog we are aware of
only hold in the limit as the numerical step size η goes to zero [3, 33, 1, 29, 24]. For this reason,
we prove new non-asymptotic polynomial time bounds for leapfrog here. Key to our analysis is
the observation that the position estimate qj+1 = qj + ηpj − 12 η 2 ∇U (qj ) returned by the leapfrog
integrator is exactly the second-order Taylor expansion for qη (qj , pj ), and the momentum estimate
pj+1 ∶= pj − 12 η∇U (qj )− 12 η∇U (qj+1 ) approximates (with third-order error) the second-order Taylor
expansion for pη (qj , pj ) in the following way:
1
1 ∇U (qj+1 ) − ∇U (qj )
pj+1 = pj − η∇U (qj ) − η 2
≈ pj − η∇U (qj ) − η 2 Hqj pj .
2
η
2

(4)

The error in the Taylor expansion is due to the fact that the Hessian Hqj is not constant over the
trajectory. Roughly, we can use Assumption 1 to bound the error in the Hessian at each time 0 ≤ t ≤ η:
√
√
∥(Hqt − Hq0 )pt ∥2 ≤ L∞ ∥pt ∥∞,u × ∥(qt − q0 )∥∞,u r ≈ tL∞ ∥pt ∥2∞,u r.
(5)
Using Equations (4) and (5), we get an error bound of roughly
√
∥pj+1 − pt (qj , pj )∥2 ≤ η 3 L∞ supt∈[0,η] ∥pt (qj , pj )∥2∞,u r.
(6)
Finally, we note that bounding the error for the position variable ∥qj+1 − qt (qj , pj )∥2 can be accomplished using standard techniques which do not require Assumption 1.
Step 2: Bounding ∥pt ∥∞,u for the idealized HMC chain. Since the error bound of the leapfrog
integrator depends crucially on ∥pt ∥∞,u , our next task is to show that
∥pt ∥∞,u ≤ O(polylog(d, 1/δ) + ω)

(7)

with high probability for the idealized HMC chain. To do so, we use the fact that (from a warm start)
the distribution of the momentum at any point on an HMC trajectory is roughly N (0, Id ). To show
this, we would like to use the fact that the position and momentum of HMC trajectories from an
idealized HMC chain started at the stationary distribution π, are jointly distributed according to the
2
1
Gibbs distribution ∝ e−U (qt ) e− 2 ∥pt ∥2 at any given time t.
2a: Bounding ∥pt ∥∞,u from a stationary start We first consider a copy Ỹi of the idealized chain
started at the stationary distribution Ỹ0 ∼ π, and show that the momentum pt of its trajectories
satisfies ∥pt ∥∞,u = O(log(d)) at every time t w.h.p. Since the Ỹ chain is started at the stationary
distribution, it remains stationary distributed at every step and the position qt and momentum pt
2
1
of its trajectories have Gibbs distribution ∝ e−U (qt ) e− 2 ∥pt ∥2 at any fixed time t. Using the fact
⊺
that for every bad direction ui , ∣ui pt ∣ is chi-distributed with 1 degree of freedom, we apply the
Hanson-Wright inequality together with a union bound to show that ∥u⊺i pt ∥∞,u = O(log(d/ξ)) at any
fixed time t with probability at least 1 − ξ for any ξ > 0. However, our goal is to bound ∥u⊺i pt ∥∞,u
simultaneously at every time t, not just at a fixed time. Unfortunately, the trajectories are continuous
paths, so we cannot directly apply a union bound to obtain a bound at every t. To get around this
problem, we consider J = poly(κ, d) equally spaced timepoints on the interval [0, T ], and apply a
union bound to show that ∥u⊺i pt ∥∞,u = polylog(d, 1/δ) with probability at least 1 − δ. We then use the
“conservation of energy" property to bound the Euclidean norm of the momentum at every time on the
trajectory, implying that the position and momentum do not change by more that O(1) inside each
time interval of length J1 . This in turn implies that ∥pt ∥∞,u = polylog(d, 1/δ) at every time t ∈ [0, T ].
2b: Bounding ∥pt ∥∞,u from a warm start Unfortunately, we cannot apply our results of step 2a
directly since we are only assuming that X0 has a warm start, not a stationary start. That is, we
only assume that ∥X0 − Ỹ0 ∥2 < ω for some ω > 0, where Ỹ0 ∼ π is at the stationary distribution. To
show that the trajectories of our warm-started chain also approximately satisfy this Gibbs distribution
property, we couple the two copies X and Ỹ of the idealized HMC chain by defining the Ỹ chain
using the update rule Ỹi+1 = qT (Ỹi , pi ) with the same sequence of initial momenta p1 , p2 , . . . that
were used to define the X chain. Using the fact that the trajectories share the same initial momentum
pi at every step, we show that at every continuous time t ∈ [0, T ] the Euclidean distance between the
position and momentum of the trajectories of the two chains remains bounded by ω. We therefore
have ∥pt (Xi , pi ) − pt (Ỹi , pi )∥∞,u ≤ ∥pt (Xi , pi ) − pt (Ỹi , pi )∥2 ≤ ω.
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Step 3: Bounding the global error and the number of gradient evaluations. So far, we have
shown that the trajectories of the idealized HMC chain X satisfy a bound on ∥pt ∥∞,u (Equation (7)).
If we can extend this bound to√
the numerical chain, we can apply it to Inequality (6) to show that the
error at each step is O(η 3 L∞ r) w.h.p. To bound the global error, we use roughly the following
inductive argument: inductively assume that the errors ∥qj − qjη (Xi , pi )∥2 and ∥pj − pjη (Xi , pi )∥2
at numerical step j are bounded by roughly jη × ε. This implies that
Eq. 7
∥pj ∥∞,u ≤ ∥pjη (Xi , pi )∥∞,u + jηε = polylog(d, 1/δ) + ω.
(8)
Then one can use similar “conservation of energy" arguments as in the previous section to show that
∥pt (qj , pj )∥∞,u = polylog(d, 1/δ) over the short time interval t ∈ [0, η]. Plugging
this bound into
√
Inequality (6) allows us to bound the error accumulated at step j by O(η 3 L∞ r), implying that the
inductive assumption also holds for step j + 1.
√
After Tη numerical steps, the global error of each trajectory is therefore bounded by T × η 2 L∞ r.
√
The error at step i is bounded by i × T η 2 L∞
we conclude that ∥Xi† − Xi ∥2 < ε for
√ r. Finally,
1
1
i ≤ I = O(log( 1ε )) whenever η −1 = Θ̃(r 4 L̃∞ ε− 2 T ). Since the algorithm uses a total of Tη
numerical
√ steps1 to compute Xi for i ≤ I, for T = Θ(1) the number of gradient evaluations
√is roughly
1
1
1
−
Õ(r 4 L̃∞ ε 2 ). When r = O(d), the number of gradient evaluations is roughly Õ(d 4 L̃∞ ε− 2 ).
Remark 2. More generally, we can consider Hamiltonian trajectories with Hamiltonian H(q, p) =
U (q) + 12 p⊺ Ωp, where Ω is called the mass matrix. In practice, one tunes the algorithm parameters
by using a mass matrix Ω = cId for some constant c > 0 and by choosing an appropriate integration
time T (as well as choosing other parameters such as numerical step-size). Since using a mass matrix
of the form Ω = cId for some constant c is equivalent to rescaling U by a constant factor and tuning
√
the integration time T , we analyze the case Ω = Id and then “tune" our algorithm by setting T = 6m ,
1
M = 1 and κ = m
to determine the number of gradient evaluations. (A more general mass matrix Ω
is equivalent to applying a pre-conditioner on U .)

6

Simulations

6.1 Accuracy and autocorrelation time of Unadjusted HMC
The purpose of our first set of simulations is to show that in practical situations analyzed in this paper
the unadjusted HMC algorithm (UHMC) is competitive with other popular sampling algorithms in
terms of both accuracy and in terms of the number of gradient evaluations required. We compare
UHMC to Metropolis-adjusted HMC (MHMC) [14], the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm
(MALA) [41] and the unadjusted Langevin algorithm (ULA) [41]. All simulations were implemented
on MATLAB (see the GitHub repository https://github.com/mangoubi/HMC for our MATLAB
code used to implement these algorithms).
We consider the setting of Bayesian logistic regression with standard normal prior, with synthetic
“independent variable" data vectors generated as Xi = ∥ZZii∥2 for Z1 , . . . , Zr ∼ N (0, Id ) iid, for
dimension d = 1000 and r = d. To generate the synthetic “dependent variable" binary data, a vector
W
β = (β1 , . . . , βd ) of regression coefficients was first generated as β = ∥W
where W ∼ N (0, Id ). The
∥2
binary dependent variable synthetic data Y1 , . . . , Yd were then generated as independent Bernoulli
1
random variables, setting Yi = 1 with probability 1+e−β
⊺ X and Yi = 0 otherwise. Each Markov chain
i
was initialized at a point X0 chosen randomly as X0 ∼ N (0, Id ).
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Figure 1: Marginal accuracy (left) and autocorrelation time (middle) vs. numerical step size η for MALA, ULA,
MHMC, and UHMC. The log plot (right) compares an estimate for the quantity used to obtain second-order
numerical error bounds using the Euclidean Lipschitz and infinity-norm Lipschitz constants, at different d.

To compare the accuracy, we computed the “marginal accuracy" (MA) of the samples generated
by each chain over a fixed number (50,000) of numerical steps for different step sizes η in the
8

interval [0.1, 0.6] (Figure 1, left). Among all four of the algorithms, we found that UHMC had the
highest accuracy at the accuracy-optimizing step size (the accuracy-optimizing step size was η = 0.35
for UHMC). To compare the runtime we computed the autocorrelation time of the samples for a
test function f (x) = ∥x∥1 .2 We found that the autocorrelation time of UHMC was fastest at the
autocorrelation time-optimizing step size (the autocorrelation time-optimizing step size was η = 0.5
for UHMC) (Figure 1, middle). When running UHMC and MHMC, we used a trajectory time T
equal to π3 , rounded down to the nearest multiple of η.
Remark 3. The marginal accuracy is used as a heuristic to compare accuracy of samplers (see
e.g. [18], [20] and [10]). The marginal accuracy between the measure µ of a sample and the
d
1
target π is M A(µ, π) ∶= 1 − 2d
∑i=1 ∥µi − πi ∥TV , where µi and πi are the marginal distributions
of µ and π for the coordinate xi . Since MALA is known to sample from the correct stationary
distribution and is geometrically ergodic for the class of distributions analyzed in this paper, we
used the samples generated after running MALA for a very long time (106 steps) to obtain a more
accurate approximation for π as a benchmark with which to compare the sampling accuracy of the
four different algorithms when run for a much shorter amount of time (50, 000 numerical steps).
6.2 Comparing Euclidean and infinity-norm Lipschitz conditions
The goal of our second set of simulations was to compare the optimal values of the usual Euclidean
Lipschitz Hessian constant L2 to the constant L∞ from our infinity-norm Lipschitz condition of
Assumption 1. We performed this comparison for the logistic regression example of the previous
simulation with synthetic data generated in the same way, but for different values of d, with r =
d. The optimal values of L2 and L∞ are L2 = supx,y,v∈Rd ∥y−x∥12 ∥v∥2 ∥(Hy − Hx )v∥2 and L∞ =
supx,y,v∈Rd √r∥y−x∥1 ∥v∥ ∥(Hy − Hx )v∥2 , with “sup" taken over points where function is defined.
∞,u

∞,u

At each value of d we used MATLAB’s “fminunc" function to search for the optimal values of L2 and
L∞ . Recall that to bound the error of a numerical integrator with momentum pt , one may use one
√
√
1
of the two quantities L2 ∥pt ∥2 and L∞ r 4 ∥pt ∥∞,u . We plot the median value of these √
quantities
for random momenta pt ∼ N (0, Id ) (Figure 1, right). Our results show that the median of L2 ∥pt ∥2
√
1
increases with d at a faster rate than the median of L∞ r 4 ∥pt ∥∞,u over the interval d ∈ [1, 1000].
This suggests that bounds based on our infinity-norm Lipschitz condition can be much tighter for
distributions used in practice than bounds based on the usual Euclidean Lipschitz condition.
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Conclusions and future directions

In this paper, we show that the conjecture of [11], which says that HMC requires O∗ (d1/4 ) gradient
evaluations, is true when sampling from strongly log-concave targets satisfying weak regularity
properties associated with the input data. In doing so, we introduce a new regularity property for the
Hessian (Assumption 1) that is much weaker than the Lipschitz Hessian property, and show that for a
class of functions arising in statistics and machine learning this property holds for natural conditions
on the data. One future direction is to further weaken Assumption 1, which says that the Hessian
does not change too quickly in all but a few fixed bad directions, by instead allowing these directions
to vary based on the position x. Our simulations show that UHMC is competitive with MHMC on
synthetic data that satisfies our regularity assumption. Further, we show that the constant in our
regularity assumption grows much more slowly with the dimension than the Euclidean Lipschitz
constant of the Hessian. It would also be interesting to extend our results to non-logconcave targets,
and to kth-order numerical implementations of generalizations of HMC, such as RHMC.
Bounds for MHMC Another open problem is to show tight gradient evaluation bounds for MHMC.
Since the Metropolis-adjusted HMC Markov chain preserves the stationary distribution exactly,
it should be possible to show that the number of gradient evaluations is polylogarithmic in ε−1 ,
1
improving on the number of gradient evaluations required by unadjusted HMC which grows like ε− 2 .
Unfortunately, the probablistic coupling approach used in our current paper is unlikely to work for
MHMC, since Metropolis “accept/reject" steps tend to break the coupling of the two Markov chains if
the chains have different acceptance probabilities, causing one chain to accept its proposal while the
other rejects the proposal. An alternative approach might be to use a proof based on the conductance
method (see e.g. [43]). Unlike the coupling approach, the conductance method is compatible with
Metropolis “accept/reject" steps.
max
The autocorrelation time can be estimated as 1 + 2 ∑ss=1
ρs , where ρs is the autocorrelation at lag s for
some large smax [23, 6].
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